Abstract-This paper proposes a path planning algorithm called guiding attraction based random tree (GART), which is built upon the famous sampling-based algorithm RRT* to generate a near optimal path in real time for unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) navigation under uncertainty. The algorithm takes UAV heading dynamic constraint and 'obstacle safe attraction' into consideration, and uses a descriptive set method to describe the uncertainty caused by control and sensing error. The analysis shows that the computational complexity of GART is within a constant factor of RRT* and RRT. A number of detailed comparisons of the proposed algorithm with RRT* in 2D are given which verify the efficiency of our algorithm. Moreover, 3D simulation results demonstrate that GART find the near optimal path only after 2400 iterations, which means that GART outperformed RRT* by 833% .
I. INTRODUCTION
Path planning targets at finding an optimal and collision free path in an environment while taking into account the physical, geometric and temporal constraints of the moving object. Algorithms which are implemented include Visibility Graph [1] ; random sampling search algorithms such as Rapidly-exploring Random Tree [2] ; and probabilistic road map [3] ; optimal search algorithms like Dijsktra's algorithms [4] , A* [5] , D* [6] ; bio-inspired planning algorithms; mathematic model based algorithms such as linear programming [7] . However, almost none of them can guarantee fast convergence [8] , let alone implement in real time with uncertainty in outdoor cluttered environment.
Among all the path planning algorithms, Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) proposed by LaValle [9] , is proved to be fast convergence and computational efficient, thus enabling on-line implementations. RRT is a kind of sampling based technique, it takes some samples to represent the entire configuration space. Although this leads to loss of completeness and inexplicit construction, it reduces a large amount of computation time. It is a single query version of probabilistic road map, and it never adjusts its random path nodes' location to form a relative smooth and optimal path. Thus RRT tends to generate a zigzag like path which is really far away from optimal and requires a lot of iterations. Sometimes, method like Bezier Cure [10] is used to smooth the whole path as a replanning procedure. RRT* [11] improves RRT by dynamically adding or pruning the neighbour nodes, in hope to generate a fast convergence path with infinite iterations, but it still shares the intrinsic weakness that the nodes generation is unpredictable. Perez [12] uses LQR cost function to select the vertex to expand the tree. However, this method increases the time complexity significantly. Artificial potential [13, 14] is another easily implementable path planning method which searches along the total force gradient to find an optimal low risk path, but often trapped into local minima. The two kinds of algorithms (sampling-based and artificial potential) consider none of the control and sensing uncertainty [15] which may cause disaster to the robot. This paper proposes an algorithm called Guiding Attraction based Random Tree (GART) which dedicates for UAV path planning. The method is inspired by the natural phenomenon that water flows smooth in rive and it can always runs along the shortest route [16] . During the running process, gravity, and obstacle repulsive force add together to guide the water to run in a safe path. GART builds upon RRT*. Each time it considers the obstacle repulsive force plus goal attraction to generate a guiding attraction. The guiding attraction drags the newly generated nodes towards the goal while avoiding obstacles. Thus our method solves the weakness that general RRT tend to extend to the large free region to form a safe but long path [17] . Also the GART differs from artificial potential method that the potential which GART generated is a guiding to the random nodes, not forms a feasible path directly. To deal with control and sensing uncertainty, a descriptive set is presented to describe the uncertain factor, and an ellipsoid like region around each obstacle is implemented in order to guarantee safety margin. This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the basic concept of path planning under uncertainty, and concerns about the problem of UAV's dynamic reachability. Section III presents a detailed analysis of Guiding Attraction based Random Tree. Section IV presents simulation results, and gives a critical comparison to demonstrate the efficiency of GART. Finally, Section V draws conclusion and introduce perspectives for future work.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION A. Problem with Uncertainty
General path planning normally assumes that there exist a workspace W ∈ R n , where n ∈ {n|n ∈ R, n ≥ 2}, consisting of two parts, R obs , called obstacle region, and R free , called free region, respectively. The mission is to find a feasible path from a presetting node x start , which is the current start node location, to the goal node x goal while avoiding the obstacles at the same time. Thus the path node set P is included in R free , i.e, P ∈ R free and P ∩ R obs = ∅.
However, sensors such as laser range finders, cameras, etc., vary in accuracy with the change of state. The inaccurate measurement of R obs and R free implies that the boundary of R obs and R free is unknown. Thus it is impossible to plan an absolute feasible path P without considering uncertainty.
Let S be the state set of UAV, and Φ be the uncertainty set corresponding to each state. A policy π : Φ → S is a mapping that describes an uncertainty set φ i , given the current state s i . Thus the obstacle region can be described as (R obs +φ i ), and the free region is (R free −φ i ). Path planning with uncertainty is to find an obstacle free path P uncertain from x start to x goal , with P uncertain ∈ (R free − φ i ) and
B. Dynamic Constrained Maneuvering
Typical RRT has a bottleneck of nearest neighbour computations [9] , and it often merely considers the Euclidean distance to choose the nearest node. Fig.1 illustrates a tree which is generated by RRT through the expanding process. It can be seen clearly that the new purple and green nodes chose the nearest yellow and blue nodes, which is based on the principle of Euclidean distance, and it results in a zigzag like path which never considers the dynamic constraints. Thus sometimes it is not applicable for the UAV to follow the path which is beyond the reach due to UAV dynamic constraints. This paper takes the dynamic constraints into consideration and defines a heading angle concerned cost function to generate a fast convergence and smooth path.
III. ALGORITHM
In this section, a detailed presentation of uncertainty modelling method is given, and a rational description of the GART algorithm is proposed. Here claims that GART holds the typical procedures of Sampling, Steer, Neighbour, Parent choose, Insert node [11] . 
A. Obstacle Modeling with Uncertainty
When considering the uncertainty, Section II defines the uncertain obstacle region set as (R obs + φ i ). In order to guarantee safety, this paper chooses the maximum outside nodes max{n} = max{R obs +φ i } to form the largest safety margin, where n stands for the nodes that needed to form a safe region in R n .
After choosing the nodes, the next problem is how to model the obstacle. Two methods are normally used. One regards the obstacle space as what it is, thus the more complex the obstacle contour, the more memory is needed to describe the obstacle. The other one models the obstacle region as a ellipsoid (or ball), or sometimes a convex polyhedron. And whether the UAV can pass the area is not easy to be seen. This paper adopts the ellipsoid modeling method to describe the obstacle region. Although a ellipse tends to leave a comparably smaller space for UAV, it can really support a guiding vector which guarantees strong convergence. A two dimension and a three dimension examples are illustrated in Fig.3 
B. Dynamic Concerned Cost Function
In order to find the nearest neighbour, RRT uses a cost function to evaluate the neighbour nodes. But as mentioned in Section II, the RRT has a drawback that it is sensitive to the performance with different metric. It is well known that UAV constraints can be expressed as:
Where a is the acceleration which can be calculated with the information of state, and control u = {u|u min < u < u max }. To fulfil the mission in the real world, UAV's speed never tends to close to zero. Based on centrifugal force theory, it is easy to get the minimum turning radius (2) according to current state: Fig.4 (a) illustrates a situation on how to choose parent node, where the green node is the new node, the yellow and red nodes are possible parent nodes. This paper first considers the dynamic constraints and proposes a cost function (3):
Where T cost is the total cost under the current situation, w i is the weighting factor and w 1 + w 2 + w 3 = 1, C threat is the total threat at green node, C distance is the Euclidean distance to each parent node, C heading is the heading angle punishment which shows in (4), where R is a constant and γ max is the maximum allowed turning angle.
In each step, this paper defines w 2 < w 3 . It adds a strong weight to the heading angle punishment to generate a smooth and fast convergence path.
C. Guiding Attraction
GART is inspired by the natural phenomenon of water flow, called guiding attraction. Natural water flow runs to a destination by the drag of gravity, and pushes by the land or stable water (this force can be calculated by Bernoulli theory) to easy-to-run region after each time it encounters an island or delta. This paper adopts this method and illustrates this in Fig.5 , and also provides a theoretical analysis. Guiding attraction method considers that the closer to an obstacle, the bigger repulsion the particle (i.e., UAV simplified as a point robot) gets. To explain its working principle, this paper illustrates the method under two situations, i.e., the two obstacles situation and the multi-obstacles situation.
In Fig.5 , both the red (a), blue (b) and green (d) circles are obstacles which are modelled based on subsection A. r a , r b , r d are the radius of green, blue and red obstacles respectively, and x a , x b , x d are the centre coordinates of each obstacle.x reachable is a random vertex which is generated in the Nearest procedure.
In two obstacles situation, the repulsion generated by obstacles are:
Where v a , v b and v goal are the repulsion of obstacle (a), obstacle (b) and the attraction of goal respectively;
x reachable is a random vertex which is generated in the Nearest procedure; φ is a constant and 1 ≤ φ < 2, f is a function to generate the repulsion/attraction vector. Then the sum of obstacles' repulsions is (7), and shares the flow water characteristics that heading to the obstacle free region.
It can be seen that the combined repulsion direction is in the reverse direction of heading to the goal. This paper defines a reverse vector v Then real reachable node is generated by adding the total attraction towards the goal as well as the combined repulsions from the obstacles: (8) Where ζ and η are constant weight factors which transforms the force to position in each time step, and ζ < 0.2, η < 0.2 are selected empirically. x reachable is a random vertex which is generated in the Nearest procedure, x real reachable is the real tree node which generated after guiding. The real node contains the properties that moving toward the goal as well as avoiding the obstacles, which will lead to fast convergence to the goal node. Fig.5(b) illustrates the three obstacle situation and each repulsion is:
Thus:
If the angle between v c and v goal exceeds π/2,
Although v reverse c heading free region down, it heads toward safe region, and it is easy to be adjusted with the help of v goal , and the following steps will tend to head upper side. Thus the real reachable node which generated with the guiding attraction is:
Where ζ and η are constant weight factors which are the same as equation (8) . The guiding attraction each time adds the environment information to form an active pursuing method, nearly acts the same as natural water. Due to the fact of its random search property, GART can always find an optimal path globally. The whole guiding attraction sketch map shows below in Fig.6 . 
D. Guiding Attraction based Random Tree Algorithm
GART considers the UAV's dynamic constraints and puts a relative higher weight to turning angle, thus the Nearest, and Parent-choose procedures are tend to maintain smooth property to achieve a global smooth path. Guiding attraction functions in the steer procedure, each step a slightly guiding will be added to the reachable node, and achieves a globally convergence ability. The algorithm flowchart of the GART is almost the same as RRT* [11] , thus the computational complexity is O(nlogn) which is the same as RRT*, but differs in the dynamic constraints concerned cost function, and Guiding steer in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: x real reachable = Guiding steer(j, xnew) Obs(i) stores the nearby obstacles; Obs num is the total number of obstacles; PR is parent node set.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The algorithms GART and RRT* are programmed using Matlab 2013B, and run on a computer with Core I5 processor and a 2G RAM. The test map is generated randomly and this paper chooses one as a sample. A large number of simulations have been done to prove that GART can achieve good results in various situations. This paper set the extending length as about 1 meter which considering the UAV's size constraints, and chooses 100x100 square meters area for UAV path planning. As analyzed in section III, a 2D circle and a 3D ball are used to maintain the uncertainty in 2D and 3D simulations. We consider the control uncertainty as 0.5 m and set (0,0) as start node, and (99,99) as goal node for all the 2D simulations. Due to the fact that GART is an active pursuing algorithm, when compared the action in free space with RRT*, the only distinction just focus on the fast searching ability, thus this paper directly simulates the algorithms in obstacle dense space. Figure 7 shows the trees generated by GART and RRT*. The simulation shows that RRT* does not works well in obstacle dense scenario and cannot find a shortest path in a finite iterations. On the other hand, GART can improve the tree to a lower cost one, and what amazing is that it almost can always find the near optimal path at the first time when it reaches the goal. This paper tests GART as well as RRT* under the same condition with numerous simulations. The results are presented in Fig.8 . Fig.8(a) is a comparison of convergence performance, it is clear that GART converges fast and tend to have small error. This paper also test algorithms in ten Fig. 9 . GART finds the goal at the first try, and only needs 2400 iterations. different maps, and Fig.8(b) gives a strong proof that GART can enable real time path planning in some way.
For UAV path planning problem, this paper gives a detailed analysis in 2D environments of our GART algorithm to show its efficiency, and it is easy to implement in a 3D complex environment. In Fig.9 , the start node is (0,0,0) and the end node is (99,99,99), and the map is generated by a random algorithm. It shows that the GART finds the goal at the first try, and the total cost after 2400 iterations is nearly the same as the that of the RRT* after 30000 iterations.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a natural phenomenon inspired algorithm called Guiding Attraction based Random Tree is proposed. GART is a sampling based algorithms which build upon RRT*, and have similar time complexity as RRT*. However, the guiding attraction factor is added to improve the convergence performance to a large extend, and almost always can find the goal in rather less iterations. The proposed algorithm also maintains a heading angle punishment which leads to generate a globally smooth path. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithms can achieve near optimal path when it find a feasible path to the goal at the first try, which is much more efficient than general random tree methods. The guiding attraction leads to an active pursing action in obstacle dense environments, and tries to find a goal reaching path in the beginning. Moreover, the GART is much faster to find the goal than RRT*, thus enable real time implementation of the algorithm. This paper analyses the method mainly in 2D due to the fact that is can provide a rather more intuitive proof. A 3D result is presented at the end of the simulation section. As a future work we will study the path planning problem in dynamic environments.
